TESTIMONIALS FOR MATH 5733 BOOK
Lynn, you are a saint!!! The first time I took the Praxis math (without
your book) I scored a 114, the second time I took it - 110. Then I
bought a copy of your book and studied it for about a month, and my
score is now a whopping 176 and I passed!!! I am SOOO glad that you
created this book and I'm very glad I stumbled upon it!
Angel Barger
Hello my name is Stephanie Creevey and I had purchased your Praxis Core Math 5733
book to study for my exam. I just wanted to let you know that your book is amazing!! I
passed my exam with 156 when I need 142!
The material in the book is straight to the point and makes learning math more
enjoyable. I’ve been searching for study guides and never found the right one until I
came across your book. It was the best choice I have made. Thank you so much for
creating this book and helping me understand math. I feel so confident while taking the
exam and still had plenty of time to review all of my questions! Again your book is
AMAZING!!
Sincerely, Stephanie Creevey

Hello, my name is Denise James. I am sending you this email to first say thank
you. I have studied your materials for five months. The reason is due to COVID19 the test centers constantly had to reschedule my exam. I guess God was
giving me extra days and time to study. The good news I have passed my exam.
My score was 178. I want to thank you for the help because I almost gave
up. Please keep doing what you are doing to help future teachers who dream to
teach and mentor young children. Every question you had in your book was
really similar to the questions on the actual exam. Again, thank you so much and
God Bless.

Just wanted to say thank you for creating this book. Only had a few weeks to prepare
being the first time I didn’t pass and this book raised my score 20 points helping me pass!
I will tell everyone that’s struggling with this test to buy this book. Thanks again!
Joseph Ruzicka

I just want to thank you SO much for creating the Core Math Made Easy study guide for
the Praxis! I am pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Elementary Education with a
specialization in pre-k and kindergarten. I passed the Reading and Writing sections of the
Praxis I the first time I took it, but I struggled so much with the Math. After failing it six
times, I was ready to give up. The sixth time I took it, I got a 148 but needed 150 to pass.
A couple months ago, a girl who was tutoring me told me she had purchased the PDF of
your study guides and practice tests for 5733, and they helped more than any test prep I
had ever used in the past. I took it again and ended up passing with a 190!!! Thank you for
your help!
Tori

I am reaching out to you to thank you for helping me pass the math core 5733.
Math has always been a struggle for me and I’ve taken this test before they’ve
changed it several times. In the past I have scored a 129 and a 134. Your
manual has greatly helped me prepare for this test. I scored 162 which is a
passing score.
Thank you! Thank you!
Monica Bagan

I am emailing to inform you of the GOOD NEWS!!!! I finally passed CORE Math
thanks to your help!!! After taking the test 4 times already!!!!... Finding your book
was a blessing! Wished I had surfed the internet $400 ago and found your book.
But it’s all in the past now. I stayed around the 130 score average before (134,
128, 130, 134), but after your book I did not only pass, but I nailed it. Get ready for
this score...194!!!!! I couldn’t believe my eyes...had to wait weeks for the results
because after I finished my score was N/S (not scored) and needed further
analysis... so I knew then I must have done well, but didn’t realize I had done so
good! As I mentioned in an email before the test, I felt confident and was
ready. Your reassurance of having taken the test is where my confidence came
from and not that I was just studying another book and HOPING and not knowing
for sure if the information I was studying would actually be on the test (which
most of it was not)! I have taken 2 workshops and neither was of any help! I can’t
say thank you enough! I’m for sure writing this review on your website! Thanks
again!!!!
Forever Grateful,
Candy Ulmer from Mississippi. :-)

I passed- FINALLY!!
160! Thank you so much. I’ve used several resources, but yours is the one that
really got me on the track of understanding different math concepts.
Robin
Just writing to let you know that I took the 5733 test on Nov. 2nd and got a 174
on it (which happens to be the minimum score needed to get into the TTT program
at Spalding where I am thinking about applying). Awesome book. It helped me
immensely. Thanks for making it.
Terri

I just want to let you know that I have finally passed the Praxis Math Core
(5733). I had taken it this summer and failed miserably! I have purchased many
study guides including the ETS study guide but none of them were close to being
as helpful as yours. However, this time around on November 12, 2019, I took
the exam again and I felt so confident and kept telling myself that I had to write
to you to give you a million thanks!!!!
I studied every single page and took the exams as if it were the real test. When I
meet new people who will be taking the same exam I will recommend your
study guide. Thank you!
You have made this mom to a two year old who works full time 40 hours a week
be sooo much closer to becoming a certified teacher!!
A very thankful teacher to be,
Liliana

I got a 184! THANK YOU SO MUCH! Your book is a life saver!
Tina McBride

I just wanted to email you and thank you so much for your Core Math Made Easy
book. I took the Core Math test 2 different times and finally passed this morning. I
could not have done it without you!
Thank you so much,
Becca

I would just like to thank you so much for creating this book. I took the Core
Math exam for the first time and received a 192/200! I have used other study
guides before yours, but I wasn’t confident that I would get a passing grade. By
chance, I saw your book mentioned on a forum and then I read all the great
reviews on the site. I took the chance and so glad that I did. Thank you so much!
Diana
I don’t think I could ever express enough gratitude towards you and all that you do
to help those of us who struggle in math, especially when it comes to standardizing
tests. I took the Praxis Math 5732 a total of 6 times and unfortunately stayed within
the 140’s range. Today, with the help of Math Made Easy, I passed my Praxis
Math 5733 with a 182!!! I went in feeling confident and like I’d pass, but I
definitely wasn’t expecting that score!
Thank you for helping me to pass!
Now onto the Elementary Math 5003...I know I can do this!
Sincerely,
Kylie

I got 8 questions wrong and I passed with a 184 on my very first time taking
the test. Your book is amazing and I am so grateful that I found it in time!
Erin

I just wanted to share an update with you regarding the Praxis test. After working
every problem in your study guide I was able to pass the new math praxis test.
Thank you very much for his most needed information.
LaTesha Burroughs

My name is Hailey and I am a Liberty Alumni. A few weeks ago I purchased your study prep
for the mathematics section of the Core and I wanted to write to you and thank you, because
I passed! I have been struggling with this exam, and your prep was extremely helpful!
Thank you again!
Hailey Wunder

I know my daughter already wrote and thanked you for your book but I want to
thank you myself. So far it has taken her 13 tries to pass five of the seven required
Praxis tests. The first time she took the math core she failed by 15 points. The
second time she took the math core she failed by 30 points and was completely
discouraged. She was going to have to relearn a lot of information and it seemed
impossible, until someone recommended your book. After studying from your book
her score improved by 32 points which gave her a passing score. So far it has been
an exhausting year and a half of testing. So many times she wanted to give up but
persevered. She has 2 tests to go (reading and writing core) but faith in herself
thanks to you. This is my baby girl with a dream to have her own classroom and a
desire to change the lives of children. She’s going to get there and she’s going to be
an amazing teacher. And YOU are partly responsible for her success. Think of it
this way.... every little life she touches, every child she loves for the next 40 yrs will
have been loved by you. So thank you for the work you did and the time you put into
MY child’s future. I’m very grateful.
Susan Wunder
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